for JEE (Main & Advanced) / AIIMS Test Preparation

Success mantra for cracking
competitive exams

Subject
knowledge

Proper time
management

Identification of
weak areas and
actionability

Individual-level
test taking
strategy

Emerging Trends - CBT, The Future of Competitive Exams
Major competitive exams are now being held
in the Computer Based Test (CBT) format

Engineering:
JEE (Main & Advanced)

|

Medical:
BITSAT

AIIMS

|

JIPMER

|

NEET*

Hence, Aakash CBT - The all new futuristic and power tool for preparation of competitive exams to make you future ready

*Likely to convert to CBT Mode soon

Familiarity with
competitive
exam pattern
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What is

?
Introduction
A specially designed digital test taking platform that aims to redefine
students’ preparation by helping them make a transition from traditional to
digital test taking pattern. With Aakash CBT, students can prepare in a
better way for both Engineering & Medical entrance exams that are now
conducted in the CBT mode.

Under this program, a digital test taking environment is created inside the
classroom to familiarize students with the real CBT exam.

Eligibility - Only regular classroom students (Engineering) enrolled for the
entrance exam year 2020 / 2021 are eligible for Aakash CBT program.

A snapshot of classroom test taking

for JEE (Main & Advanced) / AIIMS Test Preparation
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Features & Benefits
Features

Benefits

Real Time
Reports

Instant
Feedback

Diagnose Subject
Level Proficiency

Improve Test
Taking Strategy

Concept Level
Weakness

Improve
Weaker Areas

Time Spent
Analytics

Improve Speed
& Accuracy
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What

offers?
Advanced Performance Analytics
(Developing Subject Expertise)

Exam summary

Subject-wise score

Question-wise analysis
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What

offers?
Time Management
(Developing Time Management Skills)

Subject-wise Time Spent

Attempt Effectiveness

First Look Accuracy
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What you need to be future ready?
Device

4G sim

Aakash CBT App
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Aakash Student CBT Package

4G

SPEED

If you want to bring your own Device, please refer BYOD FAQs on page 29
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Recommended Devices
(Latest Models by Samsung)

• Tablet/Phone device is “mandatory” for all our regular engineering classroom students (XI, XII Studying / XII Passed).
• These Devices are best suited for academic apps and websites use as per AESL policies.
• It will be available for open use post completion of your course.

If you want to bring your own Device, please refer BYOD FAQs on page 29
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Why Samsung Device?
%

%
Affordable EMIs –
Bajaj Finance,
Credit Cards

Samsung Assurance
Genuine Product
(1 Year Device
Warranty)

Discounted
Price

Why
Samsung
Device ?

Device Exchange
Program –
Partnership with
Cashify

Free 1 year
Device Insurance
- 3rd Party
Accidental and
Liquid Damage

Auto Configuration
Tool for safe content
access– Knox
Configure.

Multiple payment
options - Credit card,
Debit card etc.

Live order
tracking
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The above benefits are subject to change basis Samsung policies, please check before ordering on the Samsung portal for available benefits.

Why this Samsung Device?
These devices will be automatically configured to an Academic device which will facilitate the preparation of students.
As compared to other available devices, these device are most suited as it offers students a focussed and disciplined learning through-

Comprehensive Apps for learning & productivity that boosts memory & increases motivation.

Telecommunication Apps to monitor data usage.

Educational Apps & Websites that enhances the learning experience.

Recreational Apps that reduces stress & anxiety.

?
These are controlled usage devices and access to Adult Content, Games, Proxy sites etc. is prohibited.
?
Auto Configuration tool will manage the device by offering a controlled access, thereby ensuring that the Device is used for academic purpose ONLY. Post Course Completion, the device will get reconfigured

to factory settings to be used at the discretion of the user (student/parent].
?
If any non-academic usage of the device is reported. AESL reserves the right to block such Apps and Websites.
?
AESL reserves the right to change, revise or discontinue temporarily or permanently. some or all of the policies basis internal policy decision at any time without notice.
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4 Steps to be Future Ready
Step 1

Buy a Device / Use
Your Existing Device

Use your Aakash
PSID, password
and personal email
to order a device from
an online portal or use
your existing device

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Buy 4G SIM

Device
Configuration

Download
Aakash CBT
App

Approximate cost

` 150/ Month*
Choose a Jio store
near you to
purchase SIM

1. Assuming Jio plan for prime customers (in Delhi NCR) of ` 450 for 91 days with 1.5 GB data/day
2. All the above cost are non refundable and non negotiable as they are managed by a third party vendor

-

Free for Aakash
Classroom Students

Use your
Aakash PSID and
password to attempt
demo test
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Step 1

How to purchase Samsung Device?

Part 1

Log on to www.aakash.ac.in and click on Aakash CBT icon (Top Right).

Part 2

Click on “Order Device” to go to Samsung Online Shop.

Part 3

On the Samsung Online Shop, enter your credentials (Such as PSID, password and other
details) to login.

Part 4

Click on “Buy Now” to proceed towards the payment.

Part 5

Enter all the mandatory fields such as your Pin Code and other personal details to get the
Device delivered at your doorsteps.

1. Please note that AESL will not be responsible for quality of Device issues.
2. In rare case where the pin code is non-serviceable, the student will have to take the Device delivery at a serviceable pin code.
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Initiate Purchase
Browse
www.aakash.ac.in
Home Page

Click on
Order Device
to go to
Login Page

Click on
Aakash CBT Button
to initiate purchase

Order Tablet

Go through complete website
for detailed information on
Aakash CBT program
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Initiate Purchase

Enter psid@aesl.in
Enter your Password
Please read T&C carefully
to know about device usage restriction
and mark tick in check box

Login to AAKASH CBT PROGRAM
with your PSID & Password provided
at the time of admission

Click on LOGIN

To view EMI plan

Order Details :
Delivery Availability &
Delivery Schedule Check

Click here to know more about free
insurance with the device.

Enter your pin code
to check if Tab can be
delivered in your city and
delivery schedule.
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Initiate Purchase

Click on
Proceed to
Checkout

Fill your complete shipping address
very carefully as it’s non editable.

Click on Continue after confirming
your Details

Shipping Details:
Address of delivery

Tick on Check box if your
Billing Address is same as
Shipping Address
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Initiate Purchase

Go through EMI T&C in case you are
interested in EMI

EMI

Click on Place Order for Final Payment

16

Initiate Purchase
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Step 2
Connectivity - 4G SIM
Good 4G connectivity is required for ideal test experience on Aakash CBT App

1. Prepaid/Postpaid 4G SIM by Jio or any other network operator

Our Recommendation

Locate the nearest Jio Store on Aakash CBT home page

Data Plan – 1GB/day so that data does not get exhausted on the test day.

TEST JOURNEY ON AAKASH CBT APP
App Login

Download Test

4G
SPEED

Start Test

Attempt Test

Submit Test

Offline Test Taking

• Student should select the SIM card basis his/her preference and internet connectivity at the centre.
• AESL centre shall bear no responsibility for weak/low network on any 4G SIM card.
• No wifi will be provided at the centres for taking test.

Sync Test

View Feedback

4G

SPEED
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Step 3
Create the package to get ready for device configuration
Device Unboxing

Device Cover

4G Sim Card

Please ensure you have a seamless 4G connectivity before
switching on the device for configuration.
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Step 4 : Device configuration after receiving

1. After switching on
the Device, Click
right arrow to start

2. Select agree all & click
NEXT >

3. Click on NEXT >

Note: Ensure internet connectivity till process finishes.
For any issue call 1800-123-0329 (Time - 10AM to 7PM) Or email: cbtsupport@aesl.in
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Step 4

Once the
Aakash CBT branding
is visible on Lock
Screen and Home
Screen, it means the
device has been
successfully configured
4. Select agree all &
click NEXT >

5. Now device is configuring
(may take up to 10 mins)

6. Device configured.

Note: Ensure internet connectivity till process finishes.
For any issue call 1800-123-0329 (Time - 10AM to 7PM) Or email: cbtsupport@aesl.in
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Step 4

Passcode
4321
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Support Ecosystem

For queries on App, Device configuration or
general Aakash CBT project – Please reach
out to Aakash CBT helpline as below

For queries on Device delivery, issues with
Device or any other specific issues related
to Device

For queries on Device Insurance
(ie., for Claims Processing and Policy
Inquiry)

cbtsupport@aesl.in

support.estore@samsung.com

imcoverplus.in@ingrammicro.com

1800-123-0329
(Time - 10 AM to 7 PM)

1800-40726-7864

1800-420-4664
+91 93549 66871
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Aakash CBT - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Device
Program eligibility
Device compulsory-Engg.
Device compulsory-Medical?
Payment mode
EMI options
etc.

4G SIM Connectivity
Why 4G SIM?
Which network?
Recommended data plan
etc.

Device Accessories
Recommended Accessories
Buying Device cover
etc.

Aakash CBT App
How to Login?
Forget Password
Tests available
App compatibility
etc.

Device Configuration
What is Device configuration?
How to enable?
Controlled usage on Device
Removing Device configuration
etc.

Bring Your Own device (BYOD)
Why not CBT tests on laptop?
BYOD specs
App support on BYOD?
Device configuration on BYOD?
etc.
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Device (FAQs)
Q. Am I eligible to buy the Samsung Device through the Aakash CBT portal?
A. Students who have enrolled for Aakash's classroom engineering courses to prepare
for various entrance exams including JEE (Main & Advanced) to be held in the year
2020 and 2021 are eligible to buy the device from the Samsung Online store through
the Aakash CBT portal.

Q. What all payment modes are available to purchase this Device?
A. You can purchase this device from Samsung Online store using credit card, debit
card, NEFT, net banking, or other means of online payment. Cash on Delivery (COD)
mode is also available. Please note that the order once placed cannot be cancelled and
the amount once paid will not be refunded.

Q. I am not able to log into to the Samsung Online store?
A. You can log into the Samsung Online store using your Aakash PSID and Password to
buy the device. If you are an eligible student and unable to log into the Samsung Online
store using your valid credentials, please email us at cbtsupport@aesl.in or call 1800123-0329.

Q. Are there any EMI options available to buy the Device?
A. Yes. Pocket-friendly zero or low cost EMIs of 3 or 6 months tenure are available on
several credit cards and other financing plans such as Bajaj Finance are available. The
amount for six months'EMI plan starts at as low as INR 2,800 per month. For more
details, please visit the payment page of Samsung Online store.

Q. Can I take Aakash CBT online tests on my mobile phone?
A. Yes. However, the use of mobile phones other than attempting online tests through
Aakash CBT App, is prohibited in the classroom as it disrupts the class decorum.
Moreover, Aakash CBT features like analytics are better visualized on the large screen
devices like tablets only.

Q. What if my pin code falls under “non-serviceable for Device Delivery” area?
A. Though, the device delivery service is available in almost all locations in India. If your
pin code is non-serviceable, please ensure to provide an address with a pin code that is
serviceable for device delivery. No Aakash centre will accept any device delivery on your
behalf.
Generally, the request to change the given address is not entertained once the order is
placed. But in extreme cases, the student can request the change of address by writing
to support.estore@samsung.com from the registered email id used to place the order.

Q. Is it mandatory for the engineering students to have such a Device?
A. Yes. To gain end to end familiarity with CBT based tests patterns and enhance test
taking strategy for utmost success, all our classroom course students pursuing their
class XI and XII or passed their class XII, and targeting engineering entrance exams
must have a device as per the Aakash CBT app specifications.
Q. Is it compulsory for the medical students to have such a Device?
A. Currently, it is not compulsory for medical students and they also cannot buy the
recommended device from online portal. However, the ordering portal will be activated
for the medical students as soon as CBT becomes the compulsory mode for NEET/
Medical exams.

Q. How many days will it take to deliver the device to my address?
A. Generally, the device is delivered within 2 weeks of placing the order with successful
payment transaction. But in rare cases, due to unfavorable weather conditions or other
unavoidable situations, it may take 4/6 weeks. The delivery timeline may also be affected
due to the device stock unavailability. No Device color preference will be considered and
the provided the device color will also be subject to the stock availability.
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Device (FAQs)
Q. What if the device gets damaged accidentally during the studies?
A. A one year third party free Accidental and Liquid Damage insurance for the device is
provided to the Aakash students who buy the device from the Samsung Online store as
an added benefit. Within15 days of placing the order, you will receive an insurance
certificate from imcoverplus.in@ingrammicro.com on your registered email id used to
place the order. Please note that all offers and benefits are subject to change as per
Samsung policies and AESL cannot be held responsible for any issue in this regard.
Q. What is the exchange scheme offered onthe Device purchase from Samsung
Online Shop?
A. In association with Cashify, Samsung offers an exchange scheme on your device
purchase. Applicable on the purchases for delivery at certain specific pin codes,
students can exchange their old mobile device with a new device and get it for a lesser
price. You would need to specify the IMEI details of your old device to check the
available discount on the purchase of a new device.

Device Accessories
Q. Do I require any other accessories with the device?
A. It is recommended to have a device cover and screen guard to prevent any physical
damages to the device. A power bank is also recommended to avoid shut down of the
device due to discharge of battery.
Q. Why is device outer case needed?
A. Students may need to bring the device in fully charged state to AESL classes every
day. Hence, it is very important to buy a device cover to increase the life of the device.
A good device case will keep your device protected from scratches, drops, bumps, and
dirt. Moreover, some devices cases can also be used as device stands and provide
appropriate device orientation facilitating attempting the online tests in class with much
comfort.
Q. From where can I buy a good quality device outer case?
A. There are numerous covers listed on e-commerce website such as Amazon India. The
student is expected to use self discretion while ordering from various online ecommerce/ sales portals. AESL will not be responsible for any issues with quality of the
device cover.
Q. Why do I need to buy a power bank?
A. The students are expected to bring the fully charged devices to the AESL centers for
taking the tests. In case, the device is not fully charged, the power bank can come
handy and would help uninterrupted test taking experience.
Please note that AESL will not provide any device charging facility at its centre.
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Device Configuration
Q. How is this device configured and is it mandatory?
A. This Device is configured through a Samsung's remote device management software,
Knox Configure. Samsung manages various software features installed on the
recommended device through this application. Configuring the device as per AESL policy
is mandatory as it will prevent installation of unwanted and distracting apps and URL
access on the device.
Q. Does this device come with any pre-loaded content?
A. No. It will be a sealed device without having any app installed on it. The device is
covered with manufacturer warranty under pre-defined terms and conditions, and is
meant solely to be used for academics purpose.
Q. How to get the device ready to use?
A. Please ensure you have seamless internet connectivity (4G/WI-Fi) before switching
on the device.
As the device is switched on and connected to the internet for the first time, either
through 4G SIM or Wi-Fi, it automatically gets configured with all necessary settings. It
will take around 10-15 minutes for the device to get configured with AESL policies. Post
configuration, Aakash CBT logo will appear on the home and lock screens. If Aakash CBT
logo is not displayed on the home and lock screens after configuration, contact the
nearby Aakasah center at the earliest or send a mail at cbtsupport@aesl.in.

Q. What types of Apps are allowed to be installed on the device?
A. Apps from different categories that would help the students to enhance their
knowledge and contribute to overall performance from academic perspective are
allowed to be installed on this device. Installations of the apps that may divert students'
focus like games, social media, and similar is prohibited.
Q. What types of URLs are blocked on the Device?
A. Access to the websites and URLs for social media, dating, adult content, proxy sites,
illegal downloads etc. have been blocked on the device. Students attempting to
open/access blacklisted URLs will be notified with an “Offline” message in the browser
window. AESL tries to block the illegal content as much as possible, but more website
or URL access restrictions can be requested from the your nearest Aakash center or by
sending a mail at cbtsupport@aesl.in.
Q. Can I request to remove the web access restrictions on my device during the
course?
A. No. During the course of a program, you cannot request to remove the web access
restrictions as per the AESL policy. Any change in the web access policies is subject to
the discretion of AESL management. The device usage policy is applicable until the
course completion or student drops out of the course due to any reason.
Q. When would be the original factory settings of device restored?

Q. Are there any restrictions to use the Device?
A. The device comes with restricted downloads and app installations. The students are
allowed to install specific apps and access websites as per AESL policies to ensure the
purposeful usage of device for academics purpose only. After completion of the course
in which you have registered, all restrictions on the device will be removed by the
institute on request and device could be used as you want.

A. After the course completion, the device configuration or restrictive mode should be
revoked. In cases, where student drops out of the course, a written application duly
signed by parents or guardian needs to be submitted to get the factory settings
restored on the device.
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4G SIM & Internet Connectivity Aakash CBT App
Q. Why do I need to buy a SIM card?
A. Yes. A prepaid or postpaid 4G SIM card with internet facility is the basic requirement for
Aakash CBT to take online tests. Stable internet connectivity allows downloading online tests
in Aakash CBT app before or at the scheduled test time so that the performance analysis
report can be generated after attempting the test.
Q. Does my Aakash study center provide Wi-Fi facility in case of network issues?
A. No. None of the Aakash center provides Wi-Fi facility to the students in any case.
Q. Is any specific company's SIM card recommended for this device?
A. Not really. But the SIM from any company that offers consistent 4G internet connectivity
must be purchased as no AESL centre shall provide any support for weak or no network
connectivity that could refrain for using the Aakash CBT app smoothly.
Q. Which data plan should I take?
A. We strongly recommend a 4G plan offering at least 1GB/day of data for uncompromised
test attempting experience.

Q. What is the pattern of tests available on Aakash CBT?
A. Aakash CBT offers a range of tests including full length tests based on real exam
pattern. After a specific date, AESL does not conduct any test in the pen and paper
format for engineering batches and that date is communicated to the students through
a circular. It is strongly recommended to the students to adopt Aakash CBT for taking
digital tests.
Q. How do I log into Aakash CBT App?
A. You can log into the CBT app using your username and password sent to your
registered email and as an SMS sent to your registered mobile number. The username
refers to your Aakash PSID and must be entered as YourPSID@aesl.in.
Q. I forgot my Aakash CBT password. How can I to retrieve it now?
A. You can find your username and password in the mail sent to your registered email
id and the SMS sent to your registered mobile number as notified when the student
login is created. We highly recommend not to delete such communication. For further
assistance, you can also call 1800-123-0329 between 10 am to 7 pm or mail your
concern at cbtsupport@aesl.in.
Q. Can I access Aakash CBT on my iPhone or iPad?
A. Yes. Aakash CBT App was initially supported on the android devices only. The iOS
version of the app has also been launched. Now you can access the Aakash CBT on
Android as well as iOS devices.
Q. Can I attempt the online tests from home?
A. No. The students can take these online tests in the classroom environment only. The
tests are password protected and the key to access the tests is unrevealed by the
invigilator just before the test in the class.
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Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

General Queries

Q. What configuration should my device have, if I wish to use my existing Device?
A. We strongly recommend the available Samsung devices for Aakash CBT app as they are
exclusively designed and configured for academics purpose. However, you can also use any
other Android or iOS devices (tablet/ phone) but ensure to have the specified configuration as:

Q. Why do I need Aakash CBT?
Aakash CBT is a mobile device based app, developed to make students familiar with
the recent computer based testing system for India's highly valued engineering and
medical entrance exams like JEE, AIIMS, NEET etc. This innovative online testing app
offers an exquisite platform to the students that helps identifying subject-level
proficiency, enhances time management skills, and provides other advanced testrelated analytics that is not possible with pen and paper testing system.

o

Android 5.0 (Lollipop - Minimum) and above/ For iOS Devices: iOS version 11.0
and above
Please do not use a device with a modified or customized Android version as it may
not support the CBT app properly. Also, note that the online test taking is not
supported on Windows based devices.

o

Minimum 2 GB RAM

o

Minimum 1 GB free disk space

o

Screen Size of 6.0 to 10.5 inches

o

Screen resolution of at least 1024x768px

o

4G SIM with good internet connectivity

Q. Do I need to buy the mentioned device or I can use my existing device to
leverage from Aakash CBT app?
A. You can buy this device or use your own device; provided your device must have
the specific configurations mentioned in the device Configuration section. Please note
that we permit using your own device with restrictions and you must read and agree
to Aakash CBT's BYOD policy in case you wish to use your own device.

Q. Will AESL provide the App support in case I face any issue while taking test on my
existing BYOD device?
A. No. As per AESL's BYOD policy, no support will be provided for the Aakash CBT app installed
on device other than the recommended Samsung device.
Q. Will AESL control the usage and access of other apps, website or urls on my device?
A. No. We will not control the usage of your device as it can be tracked only through AESL's
auto configuration tool which is installed only on the recommended device purchased through
the Samsung Online Shop.
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www.aakash.ac.in
Registered Office: Aakash Tower, 8, Pusa Road, New Delhi-110005. Ph.: (011) 47623456 | E-mail: reach.us@aesl.in | SUNDAY OPEN
Disclaimer: “Aakash Educational Services Limited is proposing, subject to receipt of requisite approvals, market conditions and other considerations, to make an initial public offering of its equity shares and has filed a Draft Red Herring Prospectus (“DRHP”) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”). The DRHP is available on the websites of the SEBI, the
BSE Limited and the National Stock Exchange of India Limited at www.sebi.gov.in, www.bseindia.com and www.nseindia.com, respectively, and the respective websites of the Book Running Lead Managers at http://www.investmentbank.kotak.com/offer-documents/, http://www.online.citibank.co.in/rhtm/citigroupglobalscreen1.htm and www.india.clsa.com
Investors should note that investment in equity shares involves a high degree of risk. For details, potential investors should refer to the Red Herring Prospectus/Prospectus which may be filed with the Registrar of Companies, National Capital Territory of Delhi and Haryana, located at New Delhi, in future including the section titled “Risk Factors”. Potential investors should
not rely on the DRHP in making any investment decision.”

